
Commodity Unit Last % Cng Weekly Monthly YTD Yearly 50DMA 100DMA 200DMA

Soyabean 5MT 4008.00 1.62 1.84 0.68 -14.38 3.03 BUY BUY SELL

Rmseed 10MT 5231.00 0.17 3.44 8.64 11.85 24.51 BUY BUY BUY

Soyoil 5MT 886.20 0.25 0.55 2.24 -6.86 12.93 BUY BUY BUY

Castor 5MT 4018.00 -0.20 0.60 -0.25 -5.06 -43.29 BUY BUY BUY

Cpo 10MT 759.90 0.11 2.18 3.73 -6.05 26.71 BUY BUY BUY

Turmeric 5MT 6114.00 -0.52 0.62 1.58 -11.34 -17.60 BUY BUY BUY

Jeera 3MT 14300.00 -0.49 1.23 -1.44 -12.19 -18.33 BUY BUY SELL

Dhaniya 10MT 6888.00 1.20 2.35 1.85 -2.10 11.66 BUY BUY BUY

Cotton 25BALES 17770.00 -0.11 3.14 4.85 -13.64 -23.96 BUY BUY SELL

Cocodakl 10MT 1860.00 -3.68 4.62 5.02 -6.92 -56.53 BUY BUY BUY

Chana 10MT 4799.00 2.32 2.72 6.11 -2.02 6.83 BUY BUY BUY

Mentha 1080Kgs 1004.50 0.18 3.62 8.70 -20.56 -28.08 BUY SELL SELL

Guarseed 5MT 4136.00 0.19 3.80 5.98 -2.34 -3.95 BUY BUY BUY

Guargum 5MT 6593.00 1.18 2.11 5.93 -16.70 -29.86 BUY BUY BUY
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Note: 

* 50DMA - If prices trading above 50DMA "BUY" Signal is shown * 50DMA - If prices trading below 50DMA "SELL" Signal is shown

* 100DMA - If prices trading above 50DMA "BUY" Signal is shown * 100DMA - If prices trading below 50DMA "SELL" Signal is shown

* 200DMA - If prices trading above 50DMA "BUY" Signal is shown * 200DMA - If prices trading below 50DMA "SELL" Signal is shown

* Domestic Rates are as per closing basis



Commodity Spread P. Spread Change Commodity Last OI % Cng

Soyabean -46.00 -74.00 -28.00 Soyabean 4008.00 29635.00 3.08

Rmseed 20.00 17.00 -3.00 Rmseed 5231.00 22610.00 -2.46

Soyoil 8.20 7.10 -1.10 Soyoil 886.20 22065.00 -1.74

Castor 44.00 38.00 -6.00 Castor 4018.00 22245.00 -2.58

Cpo 2.90 7.40 4.50 Cpo 759.90 406.00 -56.95

Turmeric 92.00 82.00 -10.00 Turmeric 6114.00 8045.00 -0.68

Jeera 25.00 40.00 15.00 Jeera 14300.00 1815.00 -6.06

Dhaniya 88.00 86.00 -2.00 Dhaniya 6888.00 3120.00 -7.28

Cotton -80.00 -110.00 -30.00 Cotton 17770.00 486.00 6.11

Cocodakl -14.00 -78.00 -64.00 Cocodakl 1860.00 38770.00 -1.60

Chana -8.00 15.00 23.00 Chana 4799.00 38430.00 -13.91

Mentha 10.50 17.30 6.80 Mentha 1004.50 147.00 5.00

Cardamom -50.00 -50.00 0.00 Cardamom 1750.00 1.00 0.00

Guarseed 21.00 29.00 8.00 Guarseed 4136.00 25460.00 -1.96

Guargum 85.00 80.00 -5.00 Guargum 6593.00 22120.00 -13.17

Close Support 3 Support 2 Support 1 Pivot Point Resist 1 Resist 2 Resist 3 Trend

4008.00 3886.00 3925.00 3966.00 4005.00 4046.00 4085.00 4126.00 Positive

5231.00 5068.00 5122.00 5176.00 5230.00 5284.00 5338.00 5392.00 Positive

886.20 874.00 879.00 883.00 888.00 892.00 897.00 901.00 Positive

4018.00 3964.00 3983.00 4000.00 4019.00 4036.00 4055.00 4072.00 Negative

759.90 747.50 752.80 756.30 761.60 765.10 770.40 773.90 Positive

6114.00 5970.00 6036.00 6074.00 6140.00 6178.00 6244.00 6282.00 Negative

14300.00 14110.00 14175.00 14240.00 14305.00 14370.00 14435.00 14500.00 Negative

6888.00 6720.00 6761.00 6824.00 6865.00 6928.00 6969.00 7032.00 Positive

17770.00 17560.00 17640.00 17710.00 17790.00 17860.00 17940.00 18010.00 Negative

1860.00 1738.00 1796.00 1828.00 1886.00 1918.00 1976.00 2008.00 Negative

4799.00 4576.00 4633.00 4716.00 4773.00 4856.00 4913.00 4996.00 Positive

1004.50 991.70 996.40 1000.50 1005.20 1009.30 1014.00 1018.10 Positive

1750.00 1166.60 583.30 1166.60 583.30 1166.60 583.30 1166.60 Range

4136.00 4045.00 4078.00 4107.00 4140.00 4169.00 4202.00 4231.00 Positive

6593.00 6318.00 6402.00 6498.00 6582.00 6678.00 6762.00 6858.00 Positive
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Open High Low Close Net Cng Open High Low Close Net Cng

1001.10 1009.90 1001.10 1004.50 1.80 17720.00 17870.00 17720.00 17770.00 -20.00

OI % OI Volume Trend % Cng OI % OI Volume Trend % Cng

147.00 5.00 52.00 Positive 0.18 486.00 6.11 107.00 Negative -0.11
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The yield of mentha is expected to be high this time too, due to this, 

traders are not taking fresh positions in mentha.

Indian cotton is the cheapest in the world and relaxation of lockdown 

restrictions has led to some pick-up in economic activity.

SMIFS Limited

5F, Vaibhav, 4 Lee Road, Kolkata – 700020, India

Mentha oil trading range for the day is 996.4-1014. Cotton trading range for the day is 17640-17940.

Mentha oil gained on short covering after dropped amid due to low 

demand and expectation of a rise in acreage this season.

Cotton settled flat paring its gains seen after reports of crop damage 

in northern india, due to consistent rains.

There were expectations of higher area under cultivation for crop year 

2020-21.

India's cotton exports are expected to touch 6.0 mln bales in the 

current marketing year 2019-20 (Oct-Sep) due to strong demand and 

lower domestic prices

Fundamentals Fundamentals

Mentha oil yesterday settled up by 0.18% at 1004.5 on short covering after

dropped amid due to low demand and expectation of a rise in acreage

this season. There were expectations of higher area under cultivation for

crop year 2020-21. After a week's delay due to heavy rainfall, oil from new

mentha crop has started arriving at the key wholesale market of Barabanki

in Uttar Pradesh, traders said. So far, arrivals of the spice oil are at 5-10

drums. New mint crop is being harvested in Bareilly, Sitapur and Konch

districts. Demand is there for new mentha crop but it will take some time for

bulk arrivals to hit markets. New arrivals are likely to pick up during the first

week of June. In the first week of June, arrivals are likely to touch 100 drums

per day. During the peak arrival season after mid-June, 400-500 drums will

collectively arrive daily in the markets of Chandausi, Sambhal and

Barabanki in Uttar Pradesh. Prices of the spice oil are also likely to remain

on the downside as production is seen at a record high of 55,000-60,000 tn

this year, up nearly 50%. The yield of mentha is expected to be high this

time too, due to this, traders are not taking fresh positions in mentha.

Technically market is under fresh buying as market has witnessed gain in

open interest by 5% to settled at 147 while prices up 1.8 rupees, now

Mentha oil is getting support at 1000.5 and below same could see a test of

996.4 levels, and resistance is now likely to be seen at 1009.3, a move

above could see prices testing 1014.

Cotton settled flat paring its gains seen after reports of crop damage in

northern india, due to consistent rains. The Cotton Corporation of India

closed the auction, along with weak global market trends. CCI may

increase cotton rates as soon as the suspension is revoked. However, sellers

are not in a position to raise rates in view of weak global markets. India's

cotton exports are expected to touch 6.0 mln bales in the current

marketing year 2019-20 (Oct-Sep) due to strong demand and lower

domestic prices, which have made foreign sales economically viable.

Indian cotton is the cheapest in the world and relaxation of lockdown

restrictions has led to some pick-up in economic activity. Demand from

major importing destinations like Bangladesh, China and Vietnam has

improved. Cotton exports may be in the range of 5.5-6.0 mln bales by the

end of September. So far in the season, India has shipped 4.6-4.7 mln bales

of cotton. The Cotton Association of India has pegged the country's

exports at 4.2 mln bales in the current marketing year, which is much lower

than the industry's current estimate. The association is likely to hold a

committee meeting today in which it may scale up its estimate for exports

for the season. Technically now Cotton is getting support at 17650 and

below same could see a test of 17520 levels, and resistance is now likely to

be seen at 17940, a move above could see prices testing 18100.

Trading Idea for the day Trading Idea for the day

MCX MENTHAOIL MCX COTTON

Technical Chart Technical Chart

Daily Agri Commodity Analysis

Monday, August 31, 2020



Open High Low Close Net Cng Open High Low Close Net Cng

764.00 766.90 758.10 759.90 0.80 884.40 893.30 884.00 886.20 2.20

OI % OI Volume Trend % Cng OI % OI Volume Trend % Cng

406.00 -56.95 1151.00 Positive 0.11 22065.00 -1.74 12715.00 Positive 0.25
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Exports of Malaysian palm oil products for Aug. 1-25 fell 16.4 percent to 

1,158,013 tonnes from 1,385,186 tonnes shipped during Jul. 1-25

A SOPA official opined that “The government should impose 

restrictions on edible oil imports so as to balance the need-based 

supply.”

SMIFS Limited

5F, Vaibhav, 4 Lee Road, Kolkata – 700020, India

CPO trading range for the day is 752.8-770.4. Ref.Soya oil trading range for the day is 879-897.

Crude palm oil gains supported by stronger demand and estimates for 

lower production.

Ref soyoil gains as support seen India sees sharp rise in edible oil 

exports at 80,765 tonnes for 2019-20

Indonesia will keep its export tax for crude palm oil (CPO) at zero for a 

sixth straight month in September.

India's imports of edible oil in June were up 8% year on year, due to 

the refilling of depleted stocks.

Fundamentals Fundamentals

Crude palm Oil yesterday settled up by 0.11% at 759.9 supported by

stronger demand and estimates for lower production. India plans to hike

edible oil import taxes by 5% to boost local supply. India's palm oil imports

in May plunged 53% from a year ago to 387,006 tonnes. Indonesia,

exported 2.65 million tonnes of palm oil and its refined products in April, the

Indonesia Palm Oil Association (GAPKI) said. Indonesia will keep its export

tax for crude palm oil (CPO) at zero for a sixth straight month in September.

The reference price for CPO exports is set at $738.07 per tonne for

September, higher than $656.89 per tonne in August, but below the $750

price threshold for exports tax to be imposed. Indonesia, the world's largest

palm oil exporter, plans to finish research into biodiesel containing 40%

palm oil by November, the head of the energy ministry's research

department said. The country will implement the mandatory use of

biodiesel containing 40% palm oil, known as B40, in July 2021 as it seeks to

increase domestic palm oil use while slashing regular diesel imports. Exports

of Malaysian palm oil products for Aug. 1-25 fell 16.4 percent to 1,158,013

tonnes from 1,385,186 tonnes shipped during Jul. 1-25, cargo surveyor

Societe Generale de Surveillance said. Technically market is under short

covering as market has witnessed drop in open interest by -56.95% to

settled at 406 while prices up 0.8 rupees, now CPO is getting support at

756.3 and below same could see a test of 752.8 levels, and resistance is

now likely to be seen at 765.1, a move above could see prices testing

770.4.

Ref.Soyaoil yesterday settled up by 0.25% at 886.2 as support seen India

sees sharp rise in edible oil exports at 80,765 tonnes for 2019-20, due to the

refilling of depleted stocks. India's imports of edible oil in June were up 8%

year on year, due to the refilling of depleted stocks. In a major boost for

India’s oilseed sector, the country has recorded a sharp jump — nearly 54

per cent — in edible oil exports to 80,765 tonnes for 2019-20, according to

government data. India had exported 52,490 tonnes of edible oils in 2018-

19. The country earned Rs. 955.51 crore during 2019-20 from the exports,

which is more than Rs. 320 crore higher from Rs. 627 crore recorded in the

previous year. The rise in bulk exports is seen as a big boost to oilseed

growers as it brightens the prospects for better remuneration for their

oilseed crops. Edible oils are freely exportable in bulk, while mustard oil is

allowed in consumer packs not exceeding 5 kg. A SOPA official opined

that “The government should impose restrictions on edible oil imports so as

to balance the need-based supply. We need to incentivize export of the oil

meals so that the industry retains viability and contributes to forex earnings.

Technically market is under short covering as market has witnessed drop in

open interest by -1.74% to settled at 22065 while prices up 2.2 rupees, now

Ref.Soya oil is getting support at 883 and below same could see a test of

879 levels, and resistance is now likely to be seen at 892, a move above

could see prices testing 897.

Trading Idea for the day Trading Idea for the day

MCX CRUDE PALM OIL NCDEX SOYOIL

Technical Chart Technical Chart

Daily Agri Commodity Analysis

Monday, August 31, 2020



Open High Low Close Net Cng Open High Low Close Net Cng

3984.00 4044.00 3964.00 4008.00 64.00 5248.00 5284.00 5176.00 5231.00 9.00

OI % OI Volume Trend % Cng OI % OI Volume Trend % Cng

29635.00 3.08 14155.00 Positive 1.62 22610.00 -2.46 34040.00 Positive 0.17
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China's soybean imports from Brazil surge in July on good margins
During the last four months of FY 2020-21, mustard seed exports 

increased by 17% to 4,36,480 tonnes

SMIFS Limited

5F, Vaibhav, 4 Lee Road, Kolkata – 700020, India

Soyabean trading range for the day is 3925-4085. Rmseed trading range for the day is 5122-5338.

Soyabean prices gained as support seen after as there is a possibility 

of crop damage due to virus infection on soybean crop in Madhya 

Pradesh

Mustard seed prices gained as support seen due to low crop 

estimates, festival and seasonal demand and increased prices by 

Nafed are strong factors.
USDA said Chinese importers bought more U.S. soybeans as 

Washington and Beijing reaffirmed their commitment to their Phase 1 

trade deal.

Farmers are selling their crops according to their economic need, and 

they can stop mustard because there is no fear of loss in storage

Fundamentals Fundamentals

Soyabean yesterday settled up by 1.62% at 4008 as support seen after as

there is a possibility of crop damage due to virus infection on soybean crop

in Madhya Pradesh. Especially in some areas of Malwa, which is the most

cultivated soybean in the state, almost 90% soybean crop has become

yellow. According to the Indore Sustainable Indian Soybean Research

Institute, yellow mosaic virus infection has been reported on soybean crop

in some areas of the state. However, efforts are on for prevention. Infection

of this virus is more in areas where there has been heavy rainfall in the last

week. The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) said Chinese importers

bought more U.S. soybeans in nearly a month as Washington and Beijing

reaffirmed their commitment to their Phase 1 trade deal. In a daily export

sales announcement, the USDA said Chinese importers bought 204,000

tonnes of U.S. soybeans, in the 2020/21 marketing year which begins on

Sept. 1. China's soybean imports from top supplier Brazil surged in July from

a year ago, customs data showed, as cargoes bought on the cheap in

recent months arrived in the country. The world's top soybean buyer

brought in 8.18 million tonnes of the oilseed from Brazil in July, where prices

have been cheap due to ample production, data from the General

Administration of Customs showed. Technically market is under fresh buying

as market has witnessed gain in open interest by 3.08% to settled at 29635

while prices up 64 rupees, now Soyabean is getting support at 3966 and

below same could see a test of 3925 levels, and resistance is now likely to

be seen at 4046, a move above could see prices testing 4085.

Mustard Seed yesterday settled up by 0.17% at 5231 as support seen due to

low crop estimates, festival and seasonal demand and increased prices by

Nafed are strong factors. Prices looks to remain positive as the next crop

will come after seven months. Farmers are selling their crops according to

their economic need, and they can stop mustard because there is no fear

of loss in storage. During the last four months of FY 2020-21, mustard seed

exports increased by 17% to 4,36,480 tonnes as compared to 373,477

tonnes in the same period last year. Crushing of mustard seeds by mills in

the country surged 52.4% on year to 800,000 tn in July, data from the

Mustard Oil Producers Association of India showed. Demand for Mustard oil

remains healthy due to increase in household consumption, being

influenced from the Rainy season and Covid. Continued buying by NAFED

from farmers and local mandis supported the prices, eventually leading the

basis (spot - active futures) to be positive. Lower carry forwards stocks

owing to lower production forecasts from last year (2019-20) are expected

to support prices. Mustard is selling above the MSP (Rs 4,425 per quintal) in

the major markets and SEA of India could continue buying to support

prices amid the prevailing lockdown situation. Technically market is under

short covering as market has witnessed drop in open interest by -2.46% to

settled at 22610 while prices up 9 rupees, now Rmseed is getting support at

5176 and below same could see a test of 5122 levels, and resistance is now

likely to be seen at 5284, a move above could see prices testing 5338.

Trading Idea for the day Trading Idea for the day

NCDEX SOYABEAN NCDEX RMSEED

Technical Chart Technical Chart

Daily Agri Commodity Analysis

Monday, August 31, 2020



Open High Low Close Net Cng Open High Low Close Net Cng

6150.00 6206.00 6102.00 6114.00 -32.00 14370.00 14370.00 14240.00 14300.00 -70.00

OI % OI Volume Trend % Cng OI % OI Volume Trend % Cng

8045.00 -0.68 1185.00 Negative -0.52 1815.00 -6.06 435.00 Negative -0.49
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Production for the marketing year 2020-21 is expected to be around 

5.20 lakh tonnes on the preliminary basis.
Both Syria and Turkey's output is likely to double in 2020-21 (Jul-Jun).

SMIFS Limited

5F, Vaibhav, 4 Lee Road, Kolkata – 700020, India

Turmeric trading range for the day is 6036-6244. Jeera trading range for the day is 14175-14435.

Turmeric prices dropped as supply improved in the spot markets as a 

result of increased mandi arrivals.

Jeera prices dropped amid subdued demand from domestic and 

overseas markets and forecast of a bigger crop this year due to higher 

acreage.

Pressure also seen amid reports of higher carry forwards stocks from 

last year due to higher production.

According to the second advance estimates for the rabi crop in 

Gujarat, Jeera production in the state is seen rising 56%

Fundamentals Fundamentals

Turmeric yesterday settled down by -0.52% at 6114 as supply improved in

the spot markets as a result of increased mandi arrivals. Pressure also seen

amid reports of higher carry forwards stocks from last year due to higher

production. Production for the marketing year 2020-21 is expected to be

around 5.20 lakh tonnes on the preliminary basis as against last year’s

production of 5.35 lakh tonnes. Turmeric prices trading lower owing to

decline in demand from exporters and bulk buyers such as spice

manufacturers amid the ongoing lockdown. However, there is good

demand from domestic market anticipating high demand in the coming

months due to Turmeric’s increasing awareness as immunity booster. On

export front, Turmeric exports are likely to remain lower compared to

previous year as demand from export destinations such as the US and West

Asia is likely to fall due to outbreak of Corona virus. On export front, India

exported 1.10 lakh tonnes in 2019-20 (April- January) a decrease of around

4% from the same period of last year. India exported around 0.09 lakh

tonnes of Turmeric in January 2020 which is 15% higher than 0.08 lakh

tonnes shipped in January 2019. However, in January 2020, Turmeric exports 

reported at 0.09 lakh tonnes, 39% lower than 0.15 lakh tonnes recorded in

the previous month Technically market is under long liquidation as market

has witnessed drop in open interest by -0.68% to settled at 8045 while prices

down -32 rupees, now Turmeric is getting support at 6074 and below same

could see a test of 6036 levels, and resistance is now likely to be seen at

6178, a move above could see prices testing 6244.

Jeera yesterday settled down by -0.49% at 14300 amid subdued demand

from domestic and overseas markets and forecast of a bigger crop this

year due to higher acreage. According to the second advance estimates

for the rabi crop in Gujarat, Jeera production in the state is seen rising 56%

(year on year) to 3.11 lakh tonnes in the 2019-20 season. In the 2019-20 Rabi

season, Jeera acreage in Gujarat as on January 27, 2020 is reported at 4.88

lakh hectares, higher by 40% from 3.47 lakh hectares a year ago.

According to Federation of Indian Spice Stakeholders (FISS) crop estimates,

Jeera production to rise by 29% at 5.36 lakh tonnes from 4.17 lakh tonnes

last year. On export front, India exported 1.83 lakh tonnes in 2019-20 (April-

January) an increase of 23% from the same period of last year. India

exported around 0.13 lakh tonnes of Jeera in January 2020 which is 26%

more than January 2019 at 0.10 lakh tonnes. However, in January 2020,

Jeera exports reported at 0.13 lakh tonnes, have been lower than 0.18 lakh

tonnes recorded in the previous month. Syria and Turkey are yet to come in

the market and there was great opportunity for India to export during the

new crop season as the sole supplier but that is also gone. Both Syria and

Turkey's output is likely to double in 2020-21 (Jul-Jun). Technically market is

under long liquidation as market has witnessed drop in open interest by -

6.06% to settled at 1815 while prices down -70 rupees, now Jeera is getting

support at 14240 and below same could see a test of 14175 levels, and

resistance is now likely to be seen at 14370, a move above could see

prices testing 14435.

Trading Idea for the day Trading Idea for the day

MCX TURMERIC NCDEX JEERA

Technical Chart Technical Chart

Daily Agri Commodity Analysis
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report.

Participants in foreign exchange transactions may incur risks arising from several factors, including the following: (a) Exchange Rates can be volatile and are subject to large fluctuations; (b) the value

of currencies may be affected by numerous market factors, including world and notional economic, political and regulatory events, events in Equity & Debt Markets and changes in interest rates; and

(c) Currencies may be subject to devaluation or government imposed Exchange Controls which could affect the value of the Currency. Investors in securities such as Currency Derivatives, whose

values are affected by the currency of an underlying security, effectively assume currency risk.

Since associates of SMIFS are engaged in various financial service businesses, they might have financial interests or beneficial ownership in various companies including the subject

company/companies mentioned in this Research Report.
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Disclaimer

SMIFS and its Associates, Officers, Directors, Employees, Research Analysts including their relatives worldwide may: (i) from time to may have long or short positions in, and buy or sell the Securities,

mentioned herein or (ii) be engaged in any other transaction involving such Securities and earn brokerage or other compensation or act as a market maker in the Financial Instruments of the Subject

Company/ companies mentioned herein or act as an Advisor or Lender/Borrower to such Companies or have other potential/material Conflict of Interest with respect to any recommendation and

related information and opinions at the time of the publication of the Research Report. Or at the time of Public Appearance. SMIFS does not have proprietary trades but mat at a future date, may opt

for the same with prior intimation to Clients/ Investors and extant Authorities where it may have proprietary long/short position in the above Scrip(s) and therefore should be considered as interested.

The views provided herein are general in nature and do not consider Risk Appetite or Investment Objective of any particular Investor; Clients/ Readers/ Subscribers of this Research Report are

requested to take independent professional advice before investing. The information provided herein should not be construed as invitation or solicitation to do business with SMIFS.

  

SMIFS or its subsidiaries collectively or Research Analysts or their relatives do not own 1% or more of the equity securities of the Company mentioned in the Research Report as of the last day of the

month preceding the publication of the Research Report. 

SMIFS encourages independence in Research Report preparation and strives to minimize conflict in preparation of Research Report. Accordingly, neither SMIFS and their Associates nor the Research

Analysts and their relatives have any material conflict of interest at the time of publication of this Research Report or at the time of the Public Appearance, if any. 

SMIFS or its associates might have managed or co-managed public offering of securities for the subject company or might have been mandated by the subject company for any other assignment in

the past twelve months.

SMIFS or its associates might have received any compensation from the companies mentioned in the Research Report during the period preceding twelve months from the date of this Research

Report for services in respect of managing or co-managing public offerings, corporate finance, investment banking, brokerage services or other advisory service in a merger or specific transaction

from the subject company.

SMIFS or its associates might have received any compensation for products or services other than investment banking or brokerage services from the subject companies mentioned in the Research

Report in the past twelve months.

SMIFS or its associates or its Research Analysts did not receive any compensation or other benefits whatsoever from the subject companies mentioned in the Research Report or third party in

connection with preparation of the Research Report.

Compensation of Research Analysts is not based on any specific Investment Banking or Brokerage Service Transactions.

The Research Analysts might have served as an officer, director or employee of the subject company.

Neither the Research Analysts nor SMIFS have been engaged in market making activity for the companies mentioned in the Research Report.

SMIFS may have issued other Research Reports that are inconsistent with and reach different conclusion from the information presented in this Research Report. 

A graph of daily closing prices of the securities/commodities is also available at www.nseindia.com and/or www.bseindia.com, www.mcxindia.com and/or www.icex.com. 

SMIFS submit’ s that no material disciplinary action has been taken on the Company by any Regulatory Authority impacting Equity Research Analysis activities in last 3 years. 

This Research Report is not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, where such

distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law, regulation or which would subject SMIFS and affiliates to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. The

securities described herein may or may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain category of investors. Persons in whose possession this document may come are required to inform

themselves of and to observe such restriction.
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